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Ladies and Gentlemen, Good Morning
It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to the 18th Annual General Meeting
of your company. I am happy to state that the year 2012-13 has been a gratifying
year for your company despite major economies across the globe, including our
own, continuing to be volatile.
To begin with, Ladies and Gentlemen, may I share with you the good news that
your company, after 4 long years, has won the long pending Arbitration against
Air India, on 17th September, 2013. The Arbitral Tribunal has passed its award,
directing Air India to pay your Company a net sum of Rs. 26.82 Crores towards
claims, damages, interest and costs. In the event of Air India failing to comply
with the Award within 30 days, Air India shall be liable to pay interest @ 18% p.a.
0SSOMRKEXXLIFYWMRIWWTIVJSVQERGISJXLI]IEV]SY[MPPRSXMGIXLEXXLI½RERGMEP
year 2012-13 has been a year of restructuring, continuing from the previous
year. This has strengthened the balance sheet through a special reserve, enabling
further restructuring to strengthen your Company. In addition, during the year
]SYV GSQTER] LEW XEOIR WXITW XS MQTVSZI STIVEXMSREP IJ½GMIRG] WXVIRKXLIR
GSRXVSPW ERH VIHYGI GSWXW XLIVIF] GSRXMRYMRK XS FYMPH E QSVI EKMPI IJ½GMIRX
technology driven and growth oriented organization.
Global Economic Outlook
Ladies and Gentlemen, you are all aware that there is barely good news from
the global economy. Global economy has slowed down to an average of only 2.5
TIVGIRXHYVMRKXLI½VWXLEPJSJ[LMGLMWEFSYXXLIWEQIEWMRXLIWIGSRH
half of 2012.
As a result, emerging market economies are facing the dual challenges of slowing
KVS[XLERHXMKLXIVKPSFEP½RERGMEPGSRHMXMSRW0SSOMRKELIEHKPSFEPIGSRSQ]
is expected to strengthen moderately but the risk to the forecast remains on
the downside.
Indian Economy
Back home, India’s growth projection for the current year 2013-14 has been
lowered to 5 percent from the modest 6.4 percent projected earlier. The pace
SJ IGSRSQMG KVS[XL MR XLI ½VWX UYEVXIV LEW FIIR [IEO EX  TIVGIRX FYX MW
expected to bounce back on account of the good monsoon, impacting the
agricultural sector favorably, and the impact of reform measures, instituted in
the past 6 months, particularly the emphasis on getting infrastructure projects
moving.
The Indian Logistics Industry
Notwithstanding the country’s economic slowdown, the Logistics and
Warehousing business witnessed growth, although at a slower rate, during
XLI ½VWX LEPJ SJ  '&6) 6ITSVX  %GGSVHMRK XS XLI '&6) PEXIWX VITSVX
XLI ³-RHME 0SKMWXMGW 1EVOIX´ JSV XLI ½VWX WM\ QSRXLW SJ XLI ]IEV GSRXMRYIH
to see automobile players, FMCG companies and retail majors as the prime
occupiers of warehousing space. Growth came mainly from the growth in retail,
e-Commerce and manufacturing sectors.
8LIIEWMRKYTSJ*SVIMKR(MVIGX-RZIWXQIRX *(- MRWMRKPIFVERHERHQYPXMFVERH
retail, fast changing lifestyles and demographic shift will create a large demand

for end to end logistics and warehousing services. Your Company, like the rest
of the industry, continues to wait for GST to be implemented that would enable
our customers in transforming their supply chain, lower logistics costs and driving
FIRI½XWHS[RXLVSYKLXSXLI-RHMERGSRWYQIV
The e-Commerce industry, on the other hand, is booming and is estimated to
grow from current USD 0.6 billion to USD 56 billion by 2023. With incremental
merchandise coming into the urban, semi urban centre’s and emerging, towns
there is a huge demand for logistics players, with capability to collect Cash on
Delivery services especially from the Tier 2 and 3 cities along with reverse
logistics. This will open up a new massive opportunity for the industry and
companies like yours.
Business Overview
During the year under review at consolidated level, your company achieved
ER MRGSQI SJ 6W  'VSVIW ERH E TVS½X EJXIV XE\ SJ 6W  'VSVIW
EKEMRWXMRGSQISJ6W'VSVI I\GPYHMRK'VSVIFIMRK4VS½XSR7EPISJ
-RZIWXQIRXWMR+/)40 ERHEPSWWSJ6W'VSVI I\GPYHMRK'VSVIFIMRK
4VS½XSR7EPISJ-RZIWXQIRXWMR+/)40RIXSJXE\ MRXLITVIZMSYW]IEV
%XWXERHEPSRIPIZIP]SYVGSQTER]VIGSVHIHERMRGSQISJ6W'VERH4VS½X
%JXIVXE\SJ6W'V8LITVIZMSYW]IEV½KYVIWEVIRSXGSQTEVEFPIHYIXSXLI
implementation of the Scheme of Amalgamation approved by the Hon’ble High
'SYVXSJ%4
-REQENSVVIWXVYGXYVMRKQSZIXLMW]IEVXLI,SR´FPI%4,MKL'SYVXETTVSZIH
the scheme of amalgamation of 5 wholly owned subsidiaries of the Company
 *YIPW 7XEXMSRW ERH +EXM )\TVIWW (MWXVMFYXMSR 0MQMXIH  [MXL XLI 'SQTER]
effective 31st March, 2013. In terms of the said scheme, all the assets and liabilities
comprised in the respective undertakings stood transferred to the Company at
their respective fair values, which led to creation of special reserve of Rs. 555
'VSVIW XLYW VI¾IGXMRK XLI XVYI ZEPYI SJ XLI FYWMRIWW 8LMW LEW WXVIRKXLIRIH
the Balance Sheet of your company apart from bringing operational and cost
IJ½GMIRG]XLVSYKLFIXXIVW]RIVK]MRXLIFYWMRIWWIW
The Board of Directors of your Company have recommended a dividend of 30
TIVGIRXSRXLIWLEVIGETMXEPSJ6WGVSVIWJSVXLI½RERGMEP]IEVIRHIHXL
.YRI TVIZMSYW]IEVTIVGIRXMRGPYHMRKWTIGMEPMRXIVMQHMZMHIRHSJ
TIVGIRX WYFNIGXXSETTVSZEPSJ7LEVILSPHIVW
The shipping division buffeted by most adverse Global & Domestic economic
circumstances made an operating loss of 24 crores. Your Board has decided to
restructure the business. To start with, during the Financial year 2011-12, the
Shipping Business has been de-merged as a subsidiary, Gati Ship Ltd.
(YVMRKXLI]IEVFYXJSVXLIPSWWIWSJ+EXM7LMT0XHXLITVS½XSJXLI'SQTER]
would have been Rs. 41 crores at consolidated level.
Gati-Kintetsu Express Pvt. Ltd: Express Distribution and
Supply Chain Solutions
+EXM/MRXIXWY )\TVIWW 4ZX 0XH XLI NSMRX ZIRXYVI ¾EKWLMT GSQTER] VIXEMRIH
MXW QEVOIX PIEHIVWLMT MR XLI 6SEH )\TVIWW WIKQIRX (IWTMXI XLI IGSRSQMG
challenges of rising fuel cost leading to rise in operational costs, declining air

JVIMKLXFYWMRIWWHIGPMRMRK+(4XMKLXIV½RERGMEPQEVOIXGSRHMXMSRWXLIFYWMRIWW
saw a growth of 11 percent on gross revenue as against industry average growth
rate of 9 percent.
The synergy with the JV partner has started making good progress. The company
LEWIQFEVOIHYTSRE5YEPMX]-QTVSZIQIRXTVSKVEQ±8LI+%8-/;);E]²
EMQIHEXQMRMQM^MRKHIJIGXWXLVSYKLMQTPIQIRXEXMSRWSJ/%-7)20)%2ERH7
4VMRGMTPIW8LIVMKSVSYW5YEPMX](VMZIMRMXMEXMZILEWWLS[RMQTVSZIQIRXWMRXLI
service levels, reduction in damages and improvement in on time vehicle arrival.
To strengthen the physical infrastructure, during the year the company
+%8-/;)LEWMRZIWXIH6W'VSVIMREHHMXMSREPZILMGPIWXSXLII\MWXMRK
XEOMRKXLIXSXEP¾IIXGSYRXXSMREHHMXMSRXSXLIZILMGPIWSJMXW
business partners and vendors. The company has also invested in expanding
the current facilities at Noida, Lucknow, Chennai for distribution operations, in
EHHMXMSRXSXEOMRKYTPEOLWUJXWTEGIJSV40STIVEXMSRWMR'LIRREM
To strength the intellectual infrastructure, during the year, the company has
signed a three year Business Transformation Consulting engagement with IBM,
to bring in new processes to scale up the growth, improve productivity thereby
reduce operational costs and bring in more accuracy with a long term view of
building an agile organization with a robust Sales and Operations strategy.
To develop the commensurate skills of its people, the company has introduced
±+*SVGI²[LMGLMWEWOMPPFYMPHMRKGSYVWISR0)%2ERH)J½GMIRG]MQTVSZIQIRX
tools for middle management to become a high performing team.
The company achieved an income of Rs. 895 Crores and delivered a 10%
)&-8(%-JIIPGSR½HIRXXLEXXLMWWYFWMHMEV]SYV¾EKWLMTSRI[MPPGSRXMRYIXS
do well and outperform its current achievements.
Gati e-Commerce: B2C home delivery solutions
The India e-Commerce market is going through a huge surge and will continue
to grow at an estimated 30 per cent CAGR vis-à-vis a global growth rate of
8-10 per cent.
During the last year, the e-Commerce Solutions Business of Gati has grown
two fold, surpassing the plan. It has established its own delivery network spread
EGVSWWVIQSXIPSGEXMSRWXLEXGEXIVXSXLI8MIVERHGMXMIW4MGOERH
4EGO'IRXIVWEX(IPLM&ERKEPSVI4YRIERH1YQFEMERHEHIHMGEXIH¾IIXSJ
200 vehicles and 300 bikes that deliver over 10,000 plus shipments per day. The
4MGOERH4EGOGIRXVI´WEVISRISJMXWOMRHPEWXQMPIHIPMZIV]YRMXWXLEXQEREKI
inventory, packaging and distribution for the customers thereby reducing their
time and cost in order processing.
+EXMI'SQQIVGIMWXLI½VWXWIVZMGITVSZMHIVMRXLIGSYRXV]XSGEXIVXS
HMVIGXTMRGSHIW[MXLE TE]QIRX STXMSR SJ ³'EWL 3R (IPMZIV]´ ERH ³4VITEMH
‘basis. In addition, for time-critical shipments a new ‘Same Day’ delivery service
has been introduced for 6 major metros.
Your Board believes that the e-Commerce solutions business is the future for
+EXMERHMRXLIGSQMRK]IEVWMX[SYPHIQIVKIEWEPEVKIERHTVS½XEFPIFYWMRIWW
for Gati.
Gati Kausar
The Cold Chain Industry in India continues to show a steep growth consistent
with the growth of economy rising standards of living and adoption of

Gati Ship Ltd.
The Shipping subsidiary of Gati Ltd continues to face business challenges due to
contracted markets and slow down of the global economy. This has severally
impacted freight pricing, vis-a-vis costs which have had a marked increase, during
XLIPEWX]IEVMQTEGXMRKTVS½XEFMPMX]EHZIVWIP]
-RXLIPEWXUYEVXIVSJ½RERGMEP]IEV+EXM7LMTLEWPEYRGLIHENSMRXWIVZMGI
SRXLI;IWX'SEWXSJ-RHME[MXL-RXIVREXMSREP7LMTTMRKERH0SKMWXMGW*>)(YFEM
% 8EXE 7XIIP 7YFWMHMEV]  8LMW LEW LIPTIH VIHYGI XLI GEWL PSWW EPXLSYKL XLI
problem still remains.
Gati Ship has sold its two loss making vessels in the past year, leading to
VIHYGXMSRMRXLIGEWLSYX¾S[WJVSQ]SYVGSQTER]'YVVIRXP]MXSTIVEXIWX[S
WLMTW+EXM1ENIWXMGERH+EXM4VMHI(YVMRKXLI]IEV+EXM7LMT0XHVIGSVHIHE
revenue of Rs. 25.4 crores and a net loss from operations of Rs. 24.3 crores as
against a revenue of Rs. 22.7 crores and a net loss from operations of Rs. 37.4
GVSVIWMRXLITVIZMSYW]IEV &YWMRIWW[EWGEVVMIHSYXEWEHMZMWMSRSJ+EXM0XHJSV
QSRXLWERHEWWYFWMHMEV]GSQTER]JSVQSRXLW 
=SYV &SEVH MW WIM^IH SJ XLI TVSFPIQ ERH MW PSSOMRK MRXS 7XVEXIKMIW XS ½RH E
solution thereof.
Corporate Sustainability
Ladies and Gentlemen, I am pleased to inform you that your company, during
the year, received number of awards in the areas of Service, Human Resource,
-RJSVQEXMSR 8IGLRSPSK] 4VSGIWW MQTVSZIQIRXW ERH JSV MXW 'SVTSVEXI 7SGMEP
Responsibility. To mention a few, we were awarded the ‘Best Road Service
4VSZMHIVSJXLI]IEV´³&IWX)\TVIWW7IVZMGI%[EVH´³%[EVHJSV%GLMIZIQIRXMR
'SRXMRYSYW-QTVSZIQIRX´³'SQTIRWEXMSR&IRI½XW-RWYVERGI4VSKVEQ%[EVH´
³7YTTP] 'LEMR 4ISTPI (IZIPSTQIRX %[EVH´ ³1SWX -RRSZEXMZI 6IGVYMXMRK 
7XEJ½RK4VSKVEQ-RMXMEXMZI%[EVH´³&IWX'SVTSVEXI7SGMEP6IWTSRWMFMPMX]%[EVH´
ERH YRHIV XLI MRHMZMHYEP GEXIKSV]  1W 'LMXVE 7LMRHI (MVIGXSV +%8-/;)
VIGIMZIHXLI')3SJXLI]IEV%[EVHERH0EH] 8VERWTSVX 4IVWSREPMX] SJ XLI
Year-2012; Mr. G.S. Ravi Kumar our CIO was bestowed with - “CIO Hall of
*EQI%[EVH² ±'-3%[EVHERH1V.7YFVEQERMER[EWE[EVHIHXLI
&IWX,60IEHIV%[EVH²
Corporate Social responsibility is an integral part of your company’s culture
ERH [I EVI GSQQMXXIH XS JYP½PP SYV VIWTSRWMFMPMXMIW EW E QIQFIV SJ WSGMIX]
and community. Your company in various capacities has contributed towards
XLI ½IPH SJ IHYGEXMSR GSQQYRMX] ERH IRZMVSRQIRX 8S REQI E JI[ +EXM
+SZIVRQIRX,MKL7GLSSP0MXIVEG]HVMZI&SSOHSREXMSRHVMZI%MHXSXLI¾SSH
effected people at Uttarakhand, Clothes donation drive, Medical checkup camps
and Green initiatives aimed at reducing ecological waste and preserving the eco
harmony. This year we specially raised over Rs. 1.0 Crore for rehabilitation, post
Uttarakhand natural calamity. This amount was raised as voluntary contribution
by employees and business partners.
Looking ahead
The Company is committed to enhance shareholder value, and in pursuit
XLIVIJSVI[MPPJSGYWSRFYWMRIWWW]RIVK]PIZIVEKMRK/;)VIPEXMSRWLMTWEHSTXMRK
approach of solution selling than product selling and balanced approach to
HIZIPSTRI[FYWMRIWWJVSQ71)ERHPEVKIGSVTSVEXIGPMIRXWXSMQTVSZIQEVKMRW
expand our capability to cross sell across products and subsidiary businesses
thereby adding value to our customers business. Further your company
would build upon service expertise and infrastructure to cater to the growing

